Unicorns, Delaware, and Private Company Financial Disclosure

When Should Companies Disclose Valuation Information to Their Owners?

by Z. Christopher Mercer, FASA, CFA, ABAR

What if every private company had to disclose its financial statements, stockholder list, and other information relevant to valuation to any of its shareholders upon their written request?

The Wall Street Journal reported (subscription required) yesterday that under an “obscure law,” shareholders of Delaware corporations can do just that, according to Section 220 of the Delaware Code, titled “Inspection of Books and Records.” The Wall Street Journal article discusses a number of startups with billion dollar plus valuations (called “unicorns”) who are having to open their books to small shareholders as result of their requests under Section 220.

Implications of Delaware Section 220

At issue for the smaller shareholders of the unicorns is transparency over valuation. Valuations are in question for many of these private tech companies. Many have had round after round of cash investments from venture investors, raising valuations to stratospheric heights. I wrote about the valuation of Uber recently, where, based on a financing round in October 2015, Uber’s implied equity capitalization of $51 billion exceeded that of Federal Express.

However, the market for continuing investments is tightening, with investors redirecting their managements to focus on profitability instead of just growth. The IPO market for tech IPOs is virtually shut down now, so there is continuing pressure on unicorn valuations. The Wall Street Journal noted that many mutual firms have marked down their stakes in some startups. Smaller shareholders are trying to find out what is going on.

The companies desire to keep their information private from all but major stockholders. The explanation:

Companies say keeping their financial information private, even from some stockholders, prevents it from falling into rival hands. The lack of public scrutiny also gives them freedom to invest for the long-term.

However, that game may be up for many of the tech privates domiciled in Delaware. Delaware Section 220 says, in part:

(b) Any stockholder, in person or by attorney or other agent, shall, upon written demand under oath stating the purpose thereof, have the right during the usual hours for business to inspect for any proper purpose, and to make copies and extracts from:

(1) The corporation’s stock ledger, a list of its stockholders, and its other books and records; and

(2) A subsidiary’s books and records... (emphasis added)
The books and records of a company would certainly include its internal financial statements, audits, documentation related to the pricing of financing rounds and more, including financial projections.

Delaware has always been known as a corporation-friendly domicile. According to the Wall Street Journal, the unicorns are realizing that Delaware may not be friendly for private companies that raise lots of capital, issue stock options, and end up having numerous stockholders.

All public companies must file their financial statements with the Securities and Exchange Commission quarterly (Forms 10-Q each quarter and Form 10-K at each fiscal year-end). Their rivals can certainly obtain their financial statements and all public disclosures. The required enclosures include key management compensation, customer and other concentrations, and more. There are many purposes for public company disclosure, but investor understanding, management and board accountability and more. Perhaps the Delaware unicorns need to begin a regular quarterly reporting process, as well.

What About Private Companies Elsewhere?

Private companies are often reluctant to share their financials with all of their owners. Why is that? Do they want to keep their financials out of rival hands, as noted above? Or sometimes, do they just not want to be held accountable to all of the owners?

I’m not aware of state statutes in other states like Section 220 in Delaware. But I am an advocate of reasonable disclosure for private company owners in general. Failure to disclose reasonable financial information to all shareholders can create distrust and more. It can lead to lawsuits complaining of oppression or seeking other remedies. These litigations are expensive and disruptive for companies and shareholders. We have been involved on one side or the other in many of these lawsuits over the years.

» Business owners. If you are not providing basic financial information to your shareholders on at least an annual basis, think about why you don’t. Your shareholders are your shareholders. Regardless of how they obtained their shares (by purchase, gift, inheritance…), your company is running based on their capital as well as yours. What rate of return are you delivering to all of your owners? What dividends are you providing? These are good questions for every business owner to address.

» Attorneys. Some of the staunchest advocates for keeping the muzzle on shareholder disclosure have been, in my experience, attorneys for companies. They often represent the corporation, and forget, sometimes, that their client corporations are owned by all of its owners, not just the one(s) in control. Why do you advocate little or not disclosure, if you do? Is it good for the company and all of its owners? Are your client companies doing a good job of delivering reasonable returns to their owners?

The unicorns domiciled in Delaware are finding that they may have to provide reasonable disclosure to all to their stockholders. We think they will find that it is good business to do so.

What about other private companies with no legal requirement to disclose books and records. It might be a good idea to develop a reasonable and regular form of disclosure for all shareholders.
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Unicorn Valuations
What’s Obvious Isn’t Real and What’s Real Isn’t Obvious

by Travis W. Harms, CFA, CPA/ABV

In the two short years since Aileen Lee introduced the term “unicorn” into the VC parlance, the number of such companies has steadily increased from the 39 identified by Lee’s team at Cowboy Ventures to nearly 150 (and growing weekly) by most current estimates. Pundits and analysts have offered a variety of explanations for the phenomenon, with some identifying unicorns as the sign that the tech bubble of the late 1990s has returned under a different guise, others attributing the existence of such companies to structural changes in how innovation is funded in the economy, and the most intrepid of the group suggesting that the previously undreamt valuations are fully supported by the underlying fundamentals given the maturity and ubiquity of the internet, smart phones, tablets, and related technologies.

We suspect there is merit to each of these perspectives. As valuation analysts, however, what sets our hearts atwitter is the very definition of “unicorn”, which is predicated on valuation. Since companies are christened unicorns upon closing a financing round, one would assume valuation to be self-evident. Alas, that is generally far from the case. Because of the common features of VC investments, the “headline” valuation numbers are not reliable measures of the market value of the underlying enterprises. As a result, the frequent breathless comparisons of the value of startup X to publicly traded stalwart Y are often overblown and potentially misleading.

Consider the following example. The capitalization of a hypothetical freshly minted unicorn, BlueCo, is summarized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Proceeds</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Shares</th>
<th>Issue Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Series E</td>
<td>$175,000,000</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
<td>35,000,000</td>
<td>9/1/15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series D</td>
<td>$60,000,000</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>9/1/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series C</td>
<td>$25,000,000</td>
<td>$0.63</td>
<td>40,000,000</td>
<td>9/1/13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series B</td>
<td>$7,500,000</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
<td>18,750,000</td>
<td>9/1/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series A</td>
<td>$5,250,000</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>35,000,000</td>
<td>9/1/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Preferred</td>
<td>$272,750,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>148,750,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Shares</td>
<td>$51,250,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9/1/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Fully-Diluted Shares</td>
<td>$324,000,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>206,000,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With 200 million fully-diluted shares post issuance, the $5.00 per share Series E offering results in a headline valuation of $1.0 billion (on a pre-money basis, BlueCo’s headline valuation is $825 million). But is BlueCo really worth $1 billion? In other words, what does the Series E investment imply about the value of the stakes in BlueCo held by other investors?

The value of the whole is equal to the sum of the individual parts. So, for BlueCo to truly be worth $1 billion, all 200 million fully-diluted shares must be worth $5.00 each. But the various share classes are not created equal. At each subsequent funding stage, investors in startup companies negotiate terms to provide downside protection to their investment while preserving the upside potential if the subject company turns out to be a home run. Such provisions commonly include some or all of the following:

» Liquidation preferences that put the latest investors at the front of the line for exit proceeds. This is especially advantageous in the event the Company fails to meet expectations (basically LIFO treatment: the last one in is the first one out).

» Cumulative dividend rights that cause the liquidation preference to increase over time. When such rights are present, the preferred investors not only stand at the front of the line, but are entitled to a return on their investment if there are sufficient proceeds.
Anti-dilution or ratchet provisions that allow preferred investors to hit the reset button on many of their economic rights in the event the company is forced to raise money in the future at a lower price.

Participation rights that allow the preferred investors to simultaneously benefit from the payoff to common shares while also recovering their initial investment via liquidation preference.

A recent New York Times article highlighted additional, more exotic rights and privileges being attached to recent financings.

For the sake of illustration, we will assume that the terms of BlueCo’s Series E preferred shares are generally favorable to the other investors: pro rata liquidation preference to other preferred investors, non-cumulative dividends, and no participation rights. Despite these relatively benign terms, owning Class E shares is clearly preferable to owning more junior classes. Consider the waterfall of proceeds under various strategic sale exit scenarios:

Even under the relatively disappointing $400 million exit scenario, the Scenario E shareholders are entitled to return of their investment, or $5.00 per share, while the proceeds to more subordinate classes range from $1.14 per share to $3.00 per share. The following chart depicts the superiority of the proceeds for Series E preferred shares to Series A shares over enterprise exit values less than $1.0 billion:

The area between the payoff lines for Class E and Class A preferred shares represents the incremental value available to the more senior Class E shares. Borrowing from the fair value measurement lexicon, if the recent Series E issuance price of $5.00 per share is consonant with market participant expectations, then that same group of market participants would rationally assign a lower value to the Class A shares.

Valuation analysts use two primary techniques for estimating the magnitude of the difference in share value across the various classes. Examining the relative merits of the two techniques (the probability-weighted expected return method, or PWERM, and the option pricing method, or OPM) is beyond the scope of this blog post. Both models are reasonably intuitive but require numerous assumptions for which irrefutable support can prove elusive.

We use the OPM to illustrate the impact of the rights and preferences of the most senior preferred shareholders on the economic value of a nominal unicorn. The two most subjective assumptions in the OPM are the time remaining until exit and the return volatility of the underlying business. The sensitivity table below depicts the implied total enterprise value of BlueCo (that would reconcile to the $5.00 per Series E preferred share transaction price) using the OPM under a range of assumptions for exit timing, given assumed volatility of 100%:
If the exit occurs instead by IPO, things get even more awkward. In contrast to a strategic sale, an IPO is a pro rata exit, meaning that the realized return for the Series E preferred investors will actually be negative, despite the 30% increase in enterprise value. Further, the Company and its management team will likely be subject to some unfavorable press for executing a “downround” IPO, although in reality, it generated a handsome return for the investor group as a whole.

So what?

Is the preceding analysis just so much valuation pedantry? Perhaps, but we suggest that these observations reflect one practical peril of high valuations for late stage investors and management teams. The implied enterprise value based on rights and preferences of senior investors is relevant precisely because buyers in the exit markets for start-up companies – strategic sales and IPOs – assess the value of the entire enterprise, not individual interests. The exit markets assign a value for the entire company, exhibiting a serene indifference to how that value is allocated to various investors. This can result in unflattering headlines and unpleasant outcomes for late stage investors.

Let’s return to the BlueCo example to illustrate. Assume that the appropriate assumptions for BlueCo from the sensitivity table above are three years to exit, implying an enterprise value of $748 million. In the year following the Series E investment, BlueCo management executes its strategy successfully, causing the enterprise value to increase 30% to $975 million. If BlueCo exits via a strategic sale at that point, none of the incremental enterprise value will accrue to the Series E investors; despite identifying an attractive company, and the strong execution of management, the Series E investors will receive their capital back with no return.

If the exit occurs instead by IPO, things get even more awkward. In contrast to a strategic sale, an IPO is a pro rata exit, meaning that the realized return for the Series E preferred investors will actually be negative, despite the 30% increase in enterprise value. Further, the Company and its management team will likely be subject to some unfavorable press for executing a “downround” IPO, although in reality, it generated a handsome return for the investor group as a whole.

So when is a unicorn really a unicorn? We hesitate to draw a bright line; circumstances and assumptions vary. Regardless of size, the lesson for investors and management teams at early-stage companies is to beware the headline valuation number. Appearances can be deceiving.
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